External pipe seal assembly WA-EX-WST thimble sleeves

Seal existing pipes outside the wall. WA-EX-WST may be mounted on the outer wall or inside wall. The pipeline remains in service while the unit is installed.

Applications:
Pipes not centered in the core or a core is too small, the units are installed to effect a watertight seal. When a link seal is leaking the unit will re-seal the leaking condition. The split sleeve wraps around an existing pipe and seals against the wall and around the pipe.

WA-EX-WST external wall pipe sealing may be a multi-"T" sleeve model for pipes that are penetrating a wall in close proximity to each other. The multi -T with an extended wall sleeve allows narrow spacing between pipes. Back wall collars may be flat or curved for round structures. They may be used on concrete or metal walls.

Specialty external wall mount sleeves and seals are designed for waterproofing pipe penetrations through foundation walls or floor slabs, they are leading products in the industry.

Submit your inquiry to Westatlantic Tel # 902 455 4455 it may be as simple as providing you pipe outside diameter and we will work out the solution for you.

WA-WS-WAT assembly seals ship with all required material ready to install Bolts, for flange closing, flange gaskets, anchor bolts, seals.